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Growing need
The CRT is growing in relevance as container ships get bigger, Julian explains. “The
CRT allows for significantly enhanced freedom of movement and control. This, in turn,
allows operators to take advantage of considerably extended weather windows and
the ability to perform manoeuvres that would be impossible with a conventional tug.
These capabilities are very useful in the face of larger cargo vessels.
“In the last 50 years, container ships have increased in size to become almost 15 times
bigger. The same cannot be said for the infrastructure in ports. So you have these very
large ships trying to navigate and operate in ports that have simply not been designed
for the purpose.”
Perhaps understandably, the solution many arrive at is increasing the scale of port
infrastructure commensurate with the vessels. This though, says Julian, is not always a
viable option.
“Building bigger infrastructure is not only prohibitively expensive, it’s not even possible
in a lot of cases. And all the while it’s becoming more and more difficult for
conventional tugs to assist larger container vessels in terminals.”
Rethinking the challenge
“The CRT is not the answer in itself, but it is a part of the solution. It does, though,
require a rethink on how we view the situation – in a lot of cases, people think in terms
of cost in the limited context of what they think they know, when they should be
thinking in terms of value in the context of what the real potential is. The CRT is not a
cheap tool when you compare it to other tugs as they exist now. In fact, it’s an
expensive tug, but if we adjust the way we look at it – the CRT is cheap infrastructure.
Very cheap.”

Julian Oggel
Managing Director
Novatug
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ONE RING TO RULE THEM ALL
NOVATUG’S JULIAN OGGEL EXPLAINS THE THINKING BEHIND A TUG
THAT IS REVOLUTIONARY IN ALL SENSES OF THE WORD
So, what’s the big idea? “It’s extremely straightforward actually,” begins Novatug
Managing Director Julian Oggel. “The CARROUSEL RAVE TUG (CRT) is a tug featuring
a towing point on a carrousel ring, which rotates freely around the vessel’s
superstructure. The idea came about in 1997. Dr Markus van der Laan came up with it
as an entry into a competition looking for concepts of a safer tug. He patented the
idea a few years later. Multraship could see the potential of the idea and began a joint
venture with Markus – Novatug.”
And how does this extremely simple idea confer additional safety on a vessel? Well,
that’s not quite as simple, so here comes a bit of science. According to Novatug’s
website, when the towing line angle increases relative to the longitudinal centerline of
the tug, the point of attack of the force on the tug moves with the towing line towards
the tug’s side rather than staying fixed amidships. When this happens, the towing
point automatically lines up with the centre of gravity of the tug in the direction of the
vector of the force and thus neutralises the heeling arm of that force. This event
effectively all but compensates the heeling moment (moment = force x arm) to zero
and brings about a very stable position due to the fact the towing point on board the
tow (which defines the force vector) is higher, creating a righting moment to neutralise
the heeling moment.

you can use the profile of the hull to steer and/or slow down the vessel – rather like if
you stick a paddle in the water on one side or throw a bucket tied to a rope from a
rowing boat. This will generate resistance that is enough to turn or stop the boat.

“It’s important that ports are able to see the value of this, the successful navigation of
ports can have a substantial effect on profits. The whole idea behind increasing ships
to Post Panamax size is to increase throughput. Just one ship equals millions of dollars
increase in goods. This is where towage is able to add value. Cargo ships have a
20-year lifespan. If you make every port call smoothly, over the 20 years you can
achieve more voyages, and there is the margin – for the container ship operator and
for the towage company. We have to take a long-term view, if only because a tug will
last for at least 20 years too.”

“With the prototype we proved what we said over thousands of real tug jobs. We
showed time and again that we could turn a tug sideways – safely – to steer and stop a
cargo vessel. Then, after a decade of gaining experience, we decided we needed a
purpose-built vessel. We gathered together a number of partners. The challenge was
how to bring together all the potential into a coherent and optimised whole – we
wanted a partnership that would benefit everyone.”
Robert Allan Ltd. provided the design and Voith provided the propulsion for the vessels.
Building the partnerships took place over three years, culminating in Novatug signing a
contract with Damen for the construction of two CRTs at the end of 2015.
“I was glad when I knew that Damen would build the vessels. Damen has a culture of
building solutions. They have people who can think along and, with a long-term view
that matches our own, they are willing to invest in innovations. There’s a good structure.”
Damen delivered the first of the two vessels in January this year, followed by the
second in May. Novatug’s business model is to offer the vessels on a long-term lease.
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“The conventional method of towing in port is one that works against nature – one that
sees the tug using its engines to pull in a different or even opposite direction to the
vessel heading in order to impede its progress, while still offering it sufficient speed
with which to steer. With the CRT method, we effectively harvest the kinetic energy to
steer and brake the tow. It’s an elegant and relevant solution. It’s like kite surfing – it
simply uses the laws of physics – hence we say ‘we have a patent on nature’. It’s simple
and it works.”
Strong, sustainable & speedy
And, as the tug is not only required to generate towline force with its engines, the
function of the engines and propeller is reduced to only controlling the heading and
position of the tug – which equals a dramatic reduction in fuel consumption and
emissions. Plus, with the increased safety offered by the carrousel, the vessel does not
require a beam as wide as conventional tugs. The more slender hull offers reduced
resistance and lowers fuel consumption even further.

Which is basically a detailed (and complicated) way of saying you can turn the boat
sideways during towage without it tipping over. Something that is good news for the
crew – in addition to the fact that these characteristics can be applied to make for a
more efficient towage operation.

“We have demonstrated that, by using the energy already present in the assisted vessel,
we can reduce overall fuel consumption in a typical towage operation by up to 45%.”
Something which is good, “not only from a cost savings perspective, as it neatly
answers growing calls for sustainable solutions,” states Julian.

Port paradox
“There is a paradox that a cargo ship entering port needs to overcome; it needs speed
to steer, but it also needs to stop. Being able to turn the tug sideways, safely, means

And it’s fast; with the increased braking capabilities, the whole operation can be sped
up, for example between bridges, where a conventional operation would require
limited speed throughout.
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This is why Julian is talking with the ports about the benefits of the CRT – they have an
interest in not being blocked. He gives as an example, a container vessel that recently
got stuck in the Scheldt River on the approach to the Port of Antwerp. As the vessel
blocked the port entrance for other ships, the situation had a knock-on effect that
affected not only Antwerp, but a considerable portion of the international port
network in North-Western Europe.

Proving the point
Putting the plan into action, in 2002 Novatug started with the refit of the vessel
Multratug 12 with a carrousel ring. The experiment was a success and led to the
carrousel receiving a Dutch Maritime Innovation Award.
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SAL HEAVY LIFT

THE BENEFITS
OF MULTIPLE VESSEL TRANSPORT

ASD TUG 2810 AITO NUI 2

Georges Puchon
Director
Port Autonome de Papeete

François Chaumette
Harbour Master
Port Autonome de Papeete

ASD TUG 2810 BRINGS POWER
TO PORT DE PAPEETE, TAHITI
At the end of 2017, Port Autonome de Papeete on the Pacific island of Tahiti
celebrated the delivery of a Damen ASD Tug 2810 with a dramatic procession of
tugs in the harbour. The vessel had been ordered in May that year and, with one
already in stock at Damen Song Cam Shipyard in Vietnam, work began immediately
to finish her in accordance with French regulations before she embarked on the
6,635 nautical miles voyage to Tahiti on her own keel.
Despite Tahiti’s remote location in the centre of the Pacific Ocean, Port Autonome de
Papeete serves a wide range of vessels including cruise ships, oil tankers and naval
vessels, as well as local ferry and cargo traffic. With the port’s existing primary tug
becoming increasingly outdated, a new, more powerful vessel capable of handling the
ever larger vessels expected in the coming years was seen as vital for both the port and
Tahiti given its remoteness and reliance on trade.

and engine monitoring systems also formed part of the final specification. “Damen was
awarded the tender thanks to its good technical arguments, professional experience
and its provision of after-sales support and services in Tahiti,” noted Georges.
Named the Aito Nui 2, the ASD Tug 2810 joined two smaller tugs; the Aito Nui 1 with
40-tonnes of bollard pull, and the Aute, and will operate in cooperation with the Damen
Service Hub in Brisbane, Australia, 3220 nautical miles to the west. As well as keeping
the ASD Tug 2810 in good working order, this arrangement will result in a welcome
transfer of skills and technology to the Tahitian maritime sector.

A real lady
“Since the Aito Nui 2 began commercial operations in Papeete in November 2017, the
unanimous verdict from all involved has been one of completely satisfaction,” said
Harbour Master François Chaumette. “She has proved to be powerful, very handy and
Preparing for the future
reliable. Due to the power of her pods she has to be treated with finesse, like a ‘real
“The port has been reviewing its development strategy and looking at the expansion of
lady’, very different to our Aito Nui 1 which has a much heavier feeling given that she is
our infrastructure and developing our activities in line with modern trends in vessel size," hand operated with bridge tillers. Little maintenance has been needed so far. The
explains Georges Puchon, Director of Port Autonome de Papeete. “We are increasingly
Caterpillar engines, both main and generators, are still in break mode so only the
hosting cruise liners that are more than 360 metres long, and while we currently do not
generator cooling impellers are showing any fatigue.
dock large cargo ships, in 2016 we did receive a 4,500 TEU vessel and expect more in
the future. We have also completed a new oil tanker wharf that for a few weeks a year is “Making the adjustment from the partly automated Aito Nui 1 to the fully automated
exposed to a swell from the south, and so an additional, powerful tug is needed to
Aito Nui 2 has been a revolution for the crew. Even though their STCW certifications are
ensure safe berthing of the tankers.”
up-to-date we have given them specific training on the ship’s systems and handling.
So,” concludes Francois. "We are very pleased with our ASD Tug 2810 tug. She gives
Damen won an open tender for the supply of a tug, specifying its ASD Tug 2810 model
the Port Autonome de Papeete and all who work in it real peace of mind when it comes
as a rugged, versatile vessel capable of delivering 60 tonnes of bollard pull. An
to harbour operations.”
additional winch was added along with fire-fighting capability, and remote maintenance
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Christian Hoffmann
Head of Marketing and Corporate
Communications
SAL Heavy Lift

HEAVY LIFT VESSEL MV LONE

The principal aim of Damen’s yards in China and Vietnam is to improve the
production efficiency of a crucial part of the company’s portfolio – namely tugs and
pontoons. This encompasses the entire production process as it progresses from
hull fabrication through to outfitting, systems installation and commissioning.
However, it is also a strategy that doesn’t stop once the vessels leave the yards. By
calling on project cargo carriers like SAL Heavy Lift, Damen can optimise the
delivery process too.
“We have worked with Damen for quite a few years now – transporting tugs, workboats
and pontoons constructed in their Asian yards to Europe,” says Christian Hoffmann,
Head of Marketing and Corporate Communications at SAL Heavy Lift. “In essence,
this is a service that repositions Damen vessels to where the market requirements are.”
The route taken is usually via the Suez Canal, but can also be around the Cape of Good
Hope to reach Damen’s West African clients.
Hold loading
Looking back over the last three years of shipments, SAL Heavy Lift has transported
almost 40 Damen vessels in three different voyages. The company has used their
heavy lift vessels MV Lone and MV Svenja to take the bigger loads.

spreader beam is vital in order to achieve a straight and stable lift. Stowage of the tugs
onboard is often performed making use of Damen’s own ship’s cradles.”
“The scheduling also requires effective coordination,” he adds. “For example, lifting
up to twelve tugs on board comes with a certain schedule – there are a lot factors to
take into account.”
It is during these loading procedures that you can see the benefits of the established
working relationship between Damen and SAL Heavy Lift. “Because we know exactly
what they want, we can adapt our solution accordingly. When we deliver according
to Damen’s wishes and specifications, they have more time to concentrate on the
project at hand.”
From keel-laying to final delivery; Damen’s drive to optimise the ship building
process takes in each and every step along the way. These reduced costs are
subsequently passed on to Damen's own customers in the form of competitively
priced vessels. “It’s about optimising costs and optimising time,” Christian
concludes. “We are happy to have found a solution that works for Damen – and
proud that we are providing an important link in their supply chain.”

“These two vessels were a good match for Damen’s needs. They are the two biggest
vessels in our fleet,” Christian continues. “If necessary, they can sail at speeds of up to
20 knots, meaning we can fit into tight schedules.”
When the aim of the game is to transport multiple vessels, the amount of space
offered by these two heavy lift vessels is crucial. “With very large deck spaces, we can
accommodate a large number of vessels. This is combined with large cargo holds
below decks, which are especially suitable for stacking several Stan Pontoons.”
Slings & cradles
The MV Lone and MV Svenja each have a combined lifting capacity of 2,000 tonnes;
more than enough to lift and load tugs and pontoons. “We have technical supervisors
and engineers onsite to create the lifting and stowage plan in close cooperation with
Damen. And for the lift we make use of lifting lugs on the tugs and pontoons. Using a

SAL Heavy Lift’s MV Svenja & MV Lone
Technical specs:
General cargo ship, strengthened for heavy cargo
Deadweight
12,975 t
Hold 		
107.10 × 17.00 × 13.70 m
Deck 		
128.50 × 27.50 m
Cranes 		
2 × 1000 t SWL, combinable up to 2000 t SWL
Speed 		
20 knots
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ISA TOWAGE

ST MARINE SUPPORT

FROM A CHILDHOOD DREAM
TO REALITY

THE BENEFITS OF BEING AN OWNER SKIPPER

SHOALBUSTER 3209 ISA

Willem-Harm Mastenbroek
Owner
ISA Towage B.V.

Damen Shipyards Group is well-known for selling tugs all over the world and to many of the largest
companies in the towage and support services sector. Yet as a family-owned business itself it has always
taken particular pleasure in working with smaller owner/operator businesses, whatever their size. They don't
come much smaller than ISA Towage in the Netherlands, which operates a single Damen Shoalbuster 3209.
ISA Towage B.V. was founded in 2006 by Willem-Harm Mastenbroek. He grew up in a
family where the parents owned and operated two coastal cargo vessels and so it was
perfectly natural that after training as a mariner he should join the family business. By the
age of 22 he was already skipper of one of the ships, however his interests lay outside of
cargo and in 2001 with some sadness he left the family business to pursue his love of tugs
and towage.
From cargo to towage
Willem-Harm joined Herman Sr. B.V., a small company operating two tugs and owned by
Jack van Dodewaard. As the only employee aside from Jack with a Master unlimited
license, his arrival was of great benefit to the company, allowing both vessels to go
offshore at the same time and so expanding the range of projects that they could take on.
Willem-Harm worked alongside Jack van Dodewaard for four years, gaining invaluable
experience in the management and operation of tugs. At the end of this period at Herman
Sr. B.V., Willem-Harm moved on to another towage company, which was then operating
two boats in the Caspian Sea. When the owner, Marinus Hubregtse, decided to retire,
Willem-Harm was ready to follow in his father’s footsteps and start his own business.
However, he had hoped to purchase Marinus Hubregtse's tug at this point, but their
Turkish charterers had first option and so the opportunity was lost. Instead Marinus offered
to help finance Willem-Harm’s purchase of his own tug.
And so ISA Towage B.V. was formed in Wijk bij Duurstede and the first tugboat to bear the
name ISA was built at Shipyard Gebr. Kooiman in Zwijndrecht and began operations in
2007. At last at the helm of his own ship, Willem-Harm, together with a five-man crew,
undertook towage and other assistance projects right across Europe, in locations as varied
as St. Petersburg and the Caspian Sea as well as in the North Sea, supporting projects
including wind turbine installations, the construction of artificial islands and dredging.
Going it alone
After ten years of successful operations, Marinus Hubregtse decided that Willem-Harm
was ready to go it alone and so the ISA was sold to allow Marinus to recover his investment.
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This left Willem-Harm with a contract to be fulfilled but no vessel. It was at this point in
2016 that Jos van Woerkum at Damen Shipyards Hardinxveld, whom he had first met
several years previously, showed him a new Damen multi-role Shoalbuster 2709 that was
in stock at the yard and available for rapid delivery. Willem-Harm was impressed by the
vessel’s quality and versatility and so, with the support of Damen Customer Finance, the
deal was signed and the second ISA began work. This was exchanged just six months later
in July 2017 for a larger Shoalbuster 3209, once again called ISA, in a swap that benefited
all three of the parties involved. In the case of ISA Towage, this means the ability to take on
a wider range of contracts.
When asked if his ambitions include growing the company and adding more vessels,
Willem-Harm is quite clear that he is happy with his current position. “It’s not my dream
to have a fleet. I might add one extra boat, a smaller one, but when you have a single
boat you can keep everything in hand, you know the crew personally. I have seen it with
other companies; the mentality changes as they grow bigger. And I don’t want to be
stuck in an office.”
On the subject of competing in a crowded industry, he admits that it is “difficult to stand
out these days, with pricing being the deciding factor most of the time. I do take special
care with my maintenance and ensure that the paint work is in good shape and the vessel
clean and tidy. Where I do have an advantage is that, as an owner who is almost always on
his vessel, I can talk directly to the clients and immediately adapt to their wishes without
having to check with an office hierarchy. That makes the process smoother for the client
and being able to offer that extra level of service does give us an advantage.”
Looking ahead, Willem-Harm does not expect big changes in towage, but he is optimistic
about his prospects. “We are already seeing more activity and opportunities,” he says.
“Offshore wind is busy, and there is renewed investment in the expansion and dredging of
ports in many countries, so it is looking positive.” And with the flexibility that comes from
being an owner/operator plus the capability of a multi-role Damen Shoalbuster 3209, he
should be better-placed than most to take advantage of the better times he sees ahead.

MULTI CAT 3012 NERO

Starting off with a Damen Shoalbuster and just two
employees, ST Marine Support has steadily expanded.
The Harlingen-based company was established by two
childhood friends, Rienk Switijnk and Vasco Tammes,
who had always dreamt of having their own shipping
company. Rienk had worked on a coaster with his father
and Vasco had experience with workboats. The two had
also worked for Damen Marine Services.

Rienk Switijnk
Owner
ST Marine Support

can lift 22.8 tonnes at 13.10 metres. Odin’s A-frame makes
her suitable for ploughing operations.
“This new vessel was a big step for us. Compared to the
original Odin, which couldn’t lift the large pipes, our new
Multi Cat could handle everything the dredging and
offshore industry threw at us!” Following acquisition, ST
Marine Support sold the predecessor vessel.

Spotting a gap in the dredging assistance market, the
“Odin went straight to work, and was mainly deployed on
partners decided to turn their dream to reality and
dredging jobs in the UK and Belgium. She also went to the
approached the banks. Vasco comments: “This was in 2003. massive Wheatstone LNG project in Australia for a year.
It took quite a few years to get the support, but we
Odin proved herself then and still does today. She is very
managed. Our first vessel was a Damen Shoalbuster 2308.
suitable for the dredging business, particularly because she
We would have preferred a Multi Cat but couldn’t afford it
combines a shallow draught with enormous power,"
at that time and the Shoalbuster fitted the market
stresses Vasco.
requirements perfectly.”
From Shoalbuster to Multi Cat
The Shoalbuster, named Odin, was ideal for dredging
assistance tasks. She started off in Belgium and worked on
projects from Romania to Spain. In Romania Odin helped
with an oil pipe-laying project, carrying out dredging
support activities. In Spain she was deployed on a gas pipe
project, linking Mallorca to the mainland.
After one year, the partners decided a ‘new Odin’ was in
order to take on more challenging work. The versatile Multi
Cat 3013 was first choice. “The ‘second Odin’ was a new
Damen model then and was tailor-made for us by Damen
Shipyards Hardinxveld. She is a large vessel with a lot of
bollard pull – 35 tonnes – which is very important when
assisting dredgers, which are also increasing in size.”
Odin is 29.90 x 13 metres wide, with a workdeck of 220 m2,
which can bear a weight of 15 tonnes/m2.
Additionally, she is equipped with two strong, towing and
anchor handling winches of 40 tonnes and 100 tonnes pull
and has two large cranes from HS Marine Cranes. These

In November 2012, ST Marine Support ordered a second
Multi Cat 3012. Like the Odin, she was customised by
Damen Shipyards Hardinxveld.
“We really like to build at Damen Hardinxveld because they
really listen to our ideas and implement them, which is
great for any owner.”
Second Multi Cat
Delivered in March 2013, the Nero has an increased bollard
pull of 38 tonnes and a stronger anchor-handling winch.
The Nero is 29.9 x 13 metres. She has a workdeck of 220 m2
with a strength of 15 tonnes/m2 and is equipped with two
strong winches of 40 tonnes and 150 tonnes pull. She also
has two large HS Marine Cranes, which can lift 13.5 tonnes
at 18 metres.
Nero has mainly been working in Europe in the dredging
industry, and assisting with offshore cable-laying and
anchor-handling. She got off to a slow start given the dip in
the industry in 2013, but since then she has been very
active, with no signs of a slowdown.

Vasco Tammes
Owner
ST Marine Support

“Odin just got back to her home port and will go straight to
a new dredging and beach reclamation project in the UK
and Nero is busy on a cable laying project for offshore wind
farms in Germany, assisting the cable-laying barge with
anchor-handling and supplies.
“There is a lot of demand for the flexibility of a vessel like the
Multi Cat,” Vasco adds. For example, its capacity for
anchor-handling.
“Because of the comprehensive package of auxiliary
equipment on deck such as the large cranes, heavy
winches and hydraulic pins, this can be done in a safe and
efficient manner."
Swiftly & safely
And, with a bollard pull of 35-38 tonnes, they are suitable
for towage. “They have a large bunker capacity of +200 m3
and are equipped with a towing winch of 40 tonnes pull
and 100 tonnes holding power.” The winch holds a wire of
600 metres. “They are also very suitable for handling
floating hoses. Because it is possible to hoist a floating
hose on deck with two cranes, the work can be done swiftly
and safely.
“Both of us have worked for Damen Marine Services so we
know the quality of the Multi Cat and we know the
organisation. Everything is thought about. The Multi Cat is
ideal for the business we are working in, which can often be
in fairly harsh seas. It has the power and strength needed.
“Multi Cats, like most Damen vessels, are also standardised,
well proven designs. This makes it easy for our crews to go
from one vessel to another.”
Both vessels are going to be working in the Baltic in the
coming months. “It looks like it’s going to be busy,
especially in the dredging sector and offshore wind
industry. We are very positive, definitely.”
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VOE VANGUARD PROVES A HIT
WITH OFFSHORE WIND INDUSTRY

ASD TUG 3213 JAWAR UM QASR

Bob Spanswick
Managing Director
Delta Marine

RSV 3315 VOE VANGUARD

Delta Marine - first operator of the
new Damen Renewables Service
Vessel RSV3315.
When Delta Marine took the decision to order the very
first Damen Renewables Service Vessel (RSV) 3315 it
was quite a leap of faith for the Scottish company, but
one that has paid off so far.
Bob Spanswick, Delta Marine Managing Director,
comments: “We really went out on a limb with this
vessel. She is relatively ‘small’ at 33 metres and under
500 GRT. Since entering service in May last year work
has mushroomed, particularly in the offshore wind
sector. The RSV concept has proved itself, clients and
crew are very happy with her capabilities.”
Headquartered in Lerwick, Shetland, Delta Marine was
established some 35 years ago. The company worked
on the design of the new vessel type together with
Damen Shipyards Hardinxveld. “We had a wish list and
the yard helped us make our own ideas workable.
Between us we came up with a good compromise.”
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One key innovation making the RSV unique is its DP2
capability. “We saw that there were few, if any, small
vessels with a DP system that could work in strong tidal
currents. Offshore wind farm developers were mostly
relying on large anchor handlers or Offshore
Construction Vessels, which consume a lot of fuel and
are very expensive to run. We can do many of the tasks
they do, but much cheaper! Voe Vanguard can work in
any direction - can stay in position at ‘any point on the
compass’ in strong winds and currents - making her
ideal for both offshore wind, tidal and wave projects,”
Bob says.
4-point mooring
The Damen RSV 3315 is based on the highly successful
Multi Cat model. The traditional design has been
adapted by moving the wheelhouse forward and
leaving the aft deck open. As well as the 4-point
mooring, Voe Vanguard has a spacious, unobstructed
deck, and a 40-tonne bollard pull in both directions,
with approximately a 35-tonne bollard pull sideways.
The RSV is diesel electric, with four azimuths, and a large
tunnel thruster. She was two draughts and can operate
in shallow water. Using all four azimuth thrusters in DP2
mode the vessel has a draught of 4.5 metres. However in
DP1 and using only two azimuths and the tunnel thruster,
the draught reduces to 2.6 metres.
Fast reaction
For this size of vessel the thrusts available are high, he
adds. “This means she responds very fast and stays
exactly on position using very little fuel, which our
clients really appreciate. She is able to operate in very
strong tidal conditions, with the working parameters
of the client’s equipment often being reached at a
much lower level than the boat’s limits.

“Due to the gensets being overpowered in relation to
the thrusters, the vessel can provide 95% to the DP
system rather than the 70% limit normally available on
standard DP boats. In benign conditions the vessel
can hold position within a 20 centimetre circle on
average with only 10% power.”
In addition, Voe Vanguard has two powerful cranes, one
of which has a capacity of 15 tonnes at 20 metres
outreach, and is able to lift 55 tonnes over the stern roller.
She also has comfortable accommodation for up to 20.
“The crew love her, with a 15 metre beam she is very stable.”
The Voe Vanguard was christened at Damen Shipyards
Hardinxveld by Miss Akira Mary Lumsden, the
granddaughter of Mr Spanswick and just a week later
she went off to her first offshore wind farm project, the
Walney Extension in May last year.
Offshore wind opportunities
As well as wind farm projects, which have mostly
involved cable installation assistance, rock bagging,
mass flow excavation, vibracoring and operating as a
general supply boat, she has also been involved in gas
pipe projects carrying out scour protection and various
diving contracts. In May this year she will head to
another wind farm project, off Shoreham in the UK.
Delta Marine took delivery of its first Damen vessel twelve
years ago and the company now has four Damen Multi
Cat vessels in its fleet, as well as one it manages.
“The new RSV may well have the potential to be just as
popular as the Damen Multi Cat. There is quite some
interest in this boat and plenty of opportunities
coming up!”

Dick van der Linden
Commercial & Chartering Manager
Jawar Al Khaleej Shipping LLC

OPERATING IN EXTREME CONDITIONS

THE CHALLENGES OF THE ARABIAN GULF
There are many places in the world where vessels and their crews face environmental
challenges that seem a world away from the temperate if unpredictable conditions
of Western Europe. There, Atlantic storms can and do inflict punishment on vessels
and their crews, but these are relatively infrequent and usually pass through quickly.
In the Middle East, and particularly the Arabian Gulf, environmental conditions are
more fixed and require long-term solutions.
Heat and dust
“This is an area where air temperatures can reach 55° C and water temperatures 35°
C,” says Dick van der Linden, Commercial & Chartering Manager at Dubai-based
Jawar Al Khaleej Shipping LLC (JAK). “As well as making life difficult for the crew it
can make cooling the engines a real challenge as they not only run hotter, but are
also harder to cool due to the warm sea water and hot, humid, low-density air that
we have, particularly in the summer.”
JAK is a leading provider of specialist services to the offshore oil and gas sector in
the Arabian Gulf. Recent additions to its fleet include two Damen ASD Tugs 3213
and a Damen Fast Crew Supplier (FCS) 5009 for operations at the Al Basra (ABOT)
and Khor Al Amaya (KAAOT) oil terminals. Between them, these facilities handle
more than 90% of Iraq’s crude oil exports.
In the almost land-locked Arabian Gulf, another issue is the strong winds that often
carry particulate matter including sand, dust and salt crystals. As well as abrading the
exteriors of vessels, these will also affect the operation of machinery of all types if
allowed to get inside a vessel, as well as have a negative impact on crew performance.
“Damen has worked with us on these issues and contributed a significant R&D effort,”
said Dick. “For example, their work in recent years on the perfecting of box coolers
has been of great assistance in increasing the efficiency and reducing maintenance
of the engine cooling systems. With the new designs that sit flush with the hull, they
have even improved fuel economy. Damen has also put a lot of thought into cooling
and de-humidifying both the crew areas and the engine room. In addition to
specifying high-quality air-conditioning systems for the vessels, in the engine room
the inlets and outlets are carefully positioned for maximum effectiveness and
efficiency. This also contributes to enhanced engine efficiency.”
To keep the dust and sand away from the ships’ systems and interiors, Damen
specifies best-in-class filters to trap the matter before it enters the air-conditioning

systems and can do any harm. This simple action makes a significant difference to
the longevity and maintenance requirements of machinery and other equipment
with moving parts.
Between a rock and a hard place
As well as atmospheric conditions that can be hostile to say the least, there are other,
more practical, obstacles that need to be addressed by vessel operators and owners
in the Middle East. One of these is the relative scarcity of repair and maintenance
facilities around the Gulf, and the resulting large distances that vessels may have to
travel to reach them. The failure of even a minor component can become very
expensive to fix if it requires several days of downtime and a round trip of hundreds
of miles to repair.
“We take our repair schedules very seriously indeed,” continues Dick, “and undertake
preventative maintenance wherever possible to preempt any break-downs. We also
carry rather more spares on board then similar vessels in Europe might do, and keep
even more on hand at our shore facilities, as deliveries can take time.
“With our base in Dubai and our main centre of operations in Basra, last year we took
delivery of a Damen Fast Crew Supply Vessel (FCS) 5009. This can cover the 550 nm
between the two in around 24-hours and gives us autonomy in delivering parts,
personnel and fuel from one to the other. This is much more efficient than the slower
tugs making the trip south for minor works.”
Looking ahead, Dick sees new tools that will help Jawar Al Khaleej Shipping further
mitigate the challenges that it faces. “We are currently evaluating Damen’s
Computerised Maintenance Management System (CMMS),” he says. “This
interactive software will bring all our maintenance monitoring, planning and
scheduling within a single framework, greatly simplifying matters. If we combine this
with remote monitoring technology, then our preventative maintenance programme
will virtually run itself and give us great peace of mind.
“The economy here is certainly picking up,” he concludes. “We are very pleased with
our current Damen vessels and hope to add to their number in the near future.
Damen has been very responsive to the problems that operators such us ourselves
encounter in the Middle East and have devised excellent solutions. Together we
have made a good partnership."
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A vessel true to its roots
Despite the abundance of innovation featured on the RSD Tug 2513, Damen has taken
care not to lose sight of the proven technology that it already has in its portfolio. The
new vessel features, for example, elements from Damen’s ATD Tugs as well as the highly
successful ASD Tug 2411 and represents a powerful blending of the present with the
future. It goes, as Martin says, “back to the essence of towing, but in a modern way.”
Maximum uptime
Leaning heavily on its Damen pedigree, the RSD Tug 2513 applies substantial
modularity. This helps to make sure that the vessel does exactly what’s needed of it,
whilst also offering commonality to ensure crew familiarity with any Damen tug. This
standardised approach extends to the engine room layout, which is spacious and open.
Martin: “For the engineer, the layout of the engine room is perfect. Almost all the
pipelines are above the floor level, making them very easy to follow. Because of the
simple set up there will be significantly less downtime for repair and maintenance – you
can truly say in this case that less is more.”
Security for the future
In its mission to future proof the RSD Tug 2513, Damen has sought to go way beyond
current requirements in terms of safety and comfort.
André: “Safety is much improved on this vessel. For example, the overall view from the
wheelhouse is better and the working space on the deck is spacious and uncluttered –
unmatched in any other tug.”
The vessel essentially has two bows. The always bow first approach means optimal
performance on both bow and stern assist work. It also allowed Damen to create a
higher than normal freeboard to keep water off deck. Innovation is also one of the first
Damen vessels to feature the new Damen Safety Glass – shatterproof glazing developed
with TÜV Rheinland.

RSD TUG 2513 INNOVATION

André Versnel
Captain

Martin Been
Chief Engineer

INNOVATION ON TOUR

REVERSED STERN DRIVE TUG 2513
FROM THE OPERATOR’S PERSPECTIVE
Through our channels – the Damen Magazine, websites, social media platforms and through press
releases, Damen has recently been telling the story behind the development of the Reversed Stern
Drive (RSD) Tug 2513 and the benefits it offers. We’ve highlighted its safety features, future-proof
green credentials and operational efficiency. We’ve discussed its reliability – which comes courtesy
of a winning combination of innovation and proven Damen knowledge and processes.

Much of this lies outside the scope of this publication, which seeks to tell the story of
Damen vessels from the point of view of our clients. RSD Tug 2513 is so new that the
first operator is yet to have the opportunity to use the vessel. However, this edition
of the Harbour & Terminal Journal would be remiss if it were not to feature the RSD
Tug 2513. Therefore, we have asked André Versnel and Martin Been, currently
Captain and Chief Engineer respectively on one of the first examples of the type, the
Innovation, on a tour of European ports, for their thoughts on the aptly-named tug.
Straightforward & relevant
“The first thing you notice,” Martin begins, “is the simplicity of the design. It’s
straightforward, but at the same time completely relevant and fine-tuned for the
tasks it should perform.”
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André: “I have been happily surprised by the vessel. The simplicity, the
manoeuvrability, the view from the wheelhouse and the amount of storage space
available thanks to the engine room refit are all very positive features from the
operator’s perspective.”
Damen has put a lot of thought into ergonomics during five years of R&D for the RSD
Tug 2513. The controls of the vessel, for example have been laid out according to
feedback Damen has gathered from its clients.
André: “There is still a lot of information presented by the new interface of alarm
monitoring and control system, but the RSD Tug 2513 takes the next step in this area by
giving you more control over this.”

Additionally, the use of the patented Damen Twin Fin skeg ensures predictable sailing in
any direction. Again, this leaves the operator free to concentrate on the task he is
performing, confident that the vessel will simply follow his hand.
Safety in every detail
Safety is apparent in every detail; the on board VHF system is a case in point.
Activated by a button on the thruster stick the operator can keep his hands where
they are most needed whilst maintaining contact with the pilot. The emergency
lighting is another example.
Martin: “The LED emergency lighting is excellent. It gives those on board a lot of
confidence that they would be able to see in the event of a blackout.”
Not feeling the vibe
André: “There is a big difference between traditional tugs and the RSD Tug 2513.
Splitting the ventilation from the superstructure means there is almost no noise or
vibration in the wheelhouse.”
“For port operations with three persons, it’s very comfortable. The cabins are well
prepared and there is no cabin connect, which is a big plus. The mess room is also very
well completed.”
Ready for duty
The Innovation will complete her tour this summer after which she will be available for
charter with Damen Marine Services. Due to Damen’s philosophy of building
standardised vessels in series, the RSD Tug 2513 is also available from stock for fast
delivery. André and Martin have confidence that the vessel will prove itself in operation.
André: “I think Damen has done good research on how to make a harbour tug
both simple and capable. For this moment we only have experience with free
sailing, but based on this, in combination with the manoeuvring properties and
bollard pull, operators will have a fully operational tug for a wide range of towing
jobs in ports and terminals.”
“Basically, from the operator perspective, towing is about two things; force
generation and a good connection with the vessel that is to be towed. With the
RSD Tug 2513, the designers have succeeded very well in achieving both of these
things,” concludes Martin.

RSD TUG 2513 INNOVATION

The RSD Tug 2513 features a winch that has been developed by Damen Winch
Technology (DWT) and built by Damen Marine Components (DMC). DMC first
developed its credentials in the field of winch technology with the Render Recovery
Winch in 2012 and is now expanding its portfolio. In so doing it is applying a
strategy that aims at optimising delivery time and lowering costs of winches. This is
achieved by standardising all Damen winch designs to improve efficiency.
The latest winch innovation is a variable speed drive. This makes it possible to
always haul and veer with the highest line speed available. The speed of the drive
system automatically adjusts itself in proportion to the required line force in
hauling and veering.
Furthermore, the winches have a focus on low maintenance; each one has a full
flame zinc coat and epoxy paint system and just two to four grease nipples. All
rotating parts have a 5,000 hour lifespan. All DMC winches are type approved by
class and tested above pull and break brake holding force by DMC in attendance
of a Class society surveyor.

The project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 636146.
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OLDENDORFF CARRIERS

AN INSIGHT INTO
BULK TRANSSHIPMENT

Igor Yakovenko
CEO
DeloPorts LLC
ASD TUGS 2310 DELOVOY 1, DELOVOY 2, DELOVOY 3

Johannes van Dijk
Captain
Oldendorff Carriers

Scott Jones
Director of Communications
Oldendorff Carriers

FAST CREW SUPPLIER 1605 J'OUVERT

Headquartered in Lübeck, Germany since the company’s founding in 1921, Oldendorff
is undoubtedly one of the world’s biggest players when it comes to the matter of bulk
transportation. The numbers speak for themselves: the company transports around
320 million tonnes of bulk products every year, utilising a fleet of just over 700 bulk
carriers. “Our fleet ranges from handysize to capesize vessels; from 35,000 DWT to a
maximum of 210,000 DWT,” says Scott Jones, the company’s Director of
Communications.
In addition to bulk transport from port to port, Oldendorff is also active in the specialist
transshipment market. “Generally speaking, this involves transshipping cargo from
ship to ship; usually required due to draught restrictions in a port,” Scott explains. “We
operate eight of these projects in Guyana, Trinidad, Turkey, Abu Dhabi, Qatar, Bahrain,
Saudi Arabia and Vietnam.
Combining cargoes
“In some cases we are lightering large vessels to smaller vessels that then take the
cargo into a draught restricted port to unload.” The Turkish project that supplies a
coal-fired power plant is a good example of this. “The capesize supply ships have an
18-metre draught, but there’s only a 5-metre draught at the power plant. So that's
where we come in, our transshipment operations keep the plant supplied with coal.
“In other cases we are doing the opposite,” he says. “In Trinidad, for example, we have
medium-sized ships arriving from Brazil and Venezuela loaded with iron ore and
bauxite. We transship the cargo from four or five of these vessels to one very large
capesize vessel that then sails to the final destination.
“It's all about combining cargoes – sending one big ship across the ocean is more
efficient than sending four or five smaller ones. This is part of our transportation
network that has environmental benefits as well as offering our clients cost advantages.”
Multiple duties
These transshipment operations occur offshore with supportive infrastructure such as
floating cranes or transshipment platforms. “This is where our Damen vessels come
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into action,” continues Captain Johannes van Dijk, referring to the fifteen Damen-built
Stan Tugs and Fast Crew Suppliers in the Oldendorff fleet. “They are all used in
different projects and for different reasons.
“Take our Stan Tugs 2208 in Guyana; 80 % of the time, they are used for pushing barges
up and down the river. The rest of the time they are used for ship handling, and
occasionally salvage duties.
“In Trinidad we have a Stan Tug 2208 and a second hand Stan Tug 3509 that are used
mainly for ship handling, but also supply duties. The 3509 – basically an extended 2909
– has the capacity to supply large amounts of fuel and water.”
A sign of the times
Oldendorff’s Fast Crew Suppliers are mobilised primarily for crew transfer duties. “We
have five in total,” Johannes adds. “Two 1605, two 1405 and one 1204. I like them;
they are wonderful boats, well laid out. However, these are highly sophisticated boats,
which puts a burden on us to find crews that can operate such technical equipment. In
some of the areas where we work with local crews, we have to bring more experienced
international crews. This is a sign of the times that is happening everywhere, but
sometimes it would be better to keep things as simple as possible.”
With Damen vessels playing such a vital part in Oldendorff's transhipment
operations, Scott and Johannes are certainly in a good position to give some
valuable feedback. “Reliability and quality are very important to us. Some of these
projects have been running for ten to fifteen years, and our Damen equipment has
been working very well,” says Scott. “And while they are standard vessels that can
be delivered quickly – our two 14-metre crew suppliers were ready in six weeks, for
example – we still found what we wanted with our second hand Stan Tug 3509, which
was not available as a stock vessel."
“What’s more,” concludes Johannes. “Damen is the only shipbuilder that we use where
we don't send a supervisor during the build process.”

FOUR ASD TUGS 2310 FOR DELO GROUP
The ASD Tug 2310 continues to be a best seller for
Damen as a compact yet powerful tug, ideal for
operations within the confines of harbours and
terminals. December 2017 saw the delivery of three of
this model to the Russian Delo Services, named
Delovoy 1, Delovoy 2 and Delovoy 3, with Delovoy 4
due to be delivered in November 2018. Delo Services
is part of the Delo Group of companies, an
organisation that specialises in transport and logistics
based on the Port of Novorossiysk on Russia’s Black
Sea coast. This purchase marks the first foray by the
Delo Group into towage services.

been fitted out for other harbour tasks.
“Delovoy 3 and Delovoy 4 are equipped for firefighting,” continues Igor, “and they all have split drum
winches with two tow ropes, one for immediate use
and the other as a spare. A device for automatically
releasing the tow rope when the towing force is
exceeded is also installed on each tugboat. Other
features that we specified include separators in the
fuel system to ensure that the diesel is clean, and
preheating systems for the engines to increase their
reliability and reduce wear. They are also fitted with
platforms and ladders for the transfer of pilots.

“We decided to operate our own tugs because we
were often encountering long delays while waiting for
tugs operated by third parties to be free following the
loading of other vessels, especially after the
cancellation of storm warnings,” said Igor Yakovenko,
CEO of DeloPorts LLC. “Having our own assets allows
us to make the best use of calm weather and also
gives us an additional income stream. After a
comprehensive review of the tug market we finally
chose Damen based on its combination of
competitive pricing, rapid delivery and high quality.”

“We have found Damen to be most cooperative,” adds
Igor. “They have been very receptive regarding
improvements to the design of the tugs, and also to
our requests for the installation of additional
equipment. The vessels are built to a very high
standard, using high-quality materials and advanced
equipment. Damen is also providing training to both
the captains of the ASD 2310 tugs and to the senior
mechanics on the main engines and other systems.”

Delo Services’ ASD Tugs have a bollard pull of 51
tonnes and come with air-conditioned accommodation
for six persons. The construction design and materials
are specified to minimise noise and vibration. As well
as their primary duties of vessel assistance and towing
in and around the Delo Group’s KSK grain and NUTEP
container terminals at Novorossiysk, they have also

of the Delo Group and also located in the Port of
Novorossiysk. As part of the agreement the Damen
team also provides technical assistance to the yard.
After six months in operation, Delevoy 1, 2 and 3 have
performed well. “We are very happy with the work
they have done so far,” concludes Igor. “The very low
levels of noise and vibration are particularly
noticeable. The expansion of our facilities in recent
years and a focus on strengthening our position in a
number of key sectors will ensure that they will
continue to be kept busy and play an important role in
helping us to achieve our objectives.”

ASD TUG 2310 DELOVOY 3

A new maintenance resource on the Black Sea
To support the Delo Group with its new fleet of tugs,
and also in recognition of the more than 30 Damenbuilt vessels now operating on the Black Sea, Damen
has opened a new Service Hub to provide faster
access to spare parts and more convenient
maintenance and repairs. The hub opened at the start
of 2018 and is conveniently situated at the Aleksino
Port Marina Shipyard, a ship repair facility that is part
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THE GREAT BRITISH
WORKBOAT SECTOR

How did this change the market?
It gave operators more confidence in their ability to do something and the
knowledge that wherever they worked in the UK the standards and rules would be
the same. For example, some of those first members started off with just two or
three vessels; now one has in excess of 50 vessels and others have numbers
between ten and 25 vessels. The increase in confidence also changed the way in
which owners looked for work and a recent survey indicated that vessels were
working in 32 different countries. Offshore and Windfarm vessels have also
developed; we managed to implement a code so they can carry more than twelve
industrial personnel. Now the next step is the Under 500 Tonne Code for vessels
over 24 metres, which is nearing completion.

A CONVERSATION WITH NORMAN FINLAY MBE FCMS

Over the years, as vessels have become larger and capable of doing bigger and
better tasks and working in places never originally thought of, the certification of
crews, working practices and training and safety regimes have had to keep pace with
it all. It has to be said that the MCA have played their part in making sure that the
regulations kept pace with the changing practices and aspirations of the Industry.
Did the Workboat Code have an effect on a vessel design?
It didn't have a lot of effect on vessel design, but it did keep the standards up,
making sure that fitted equipment was fit for purpose. In many respects, we used
Damen’s own standards as the standards in developing the Code. And this way of
thinking is still relevant today – Damen is still the gold standard for workboats.

Norman Finlay MBE FCMS
Marine Consultant

PUSHY CATS 46 F48, F49

With a career spanning more than six decades, Norman Finlay MBE FCMS is the perfect

What developments do you see happening in the next five to ten years?
The wide range of tasks carried out by workboats means that we will always require
a varied range of vessels but I believe that Multi Cats will continue to get bigger
since the latest range have proved to be very successful. The thing that bothers me
most is that people are talking more and more about automated vessels. With
workboats, I don't think that this is such a good thing because, generally speaking,
they have a specific job to do that needs the human touch. Working with the wind
and the tides, there is always an element of unpredictability. You need people
on-board with the necessary skills and experience to be able to make critical

decisions. My recent experience with unmanned engine rooms has led me to
believe that we are producing engineers who can read computer screens but who
have little or no knowledge of what makes an engine room tick. Maybe it is just me
and I have not caught up with current technology.

Norman Finlay MBE FCMS – a short biography
Mr Norman Finlay’s long and illustrious career in the maritime industry started in
1952 when he joined the Shell Tanker Company, working his way up to second
engineer. From 1960 to 1979 he worked for Westminster Dredging, his
responsibilities including the operation and maintenance of the company’s
global dredging fleet.
He worked as a Surveyor and Marine Consultant between 1979 and 2017. This
was a period with numerous highlights, such as holding the position of President
for both the Society of Consulting Marine Engineers and Ship Surveyors, and the
Federation of European Marine Consultants and Ship Surveyors.
In 1994 he led the formation of the National Workboat Association and together
with the UK Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA), they established the groundbreaking Workboat Code of Practice, including subsequent revisions. He
received a Lifetime Achievement Award from Seawork in 2013.
Retiring as a Marine Surveyor in 2017, Mr Finlay still works as a Marine
Consultant involved in small vessel valuations and also with the MCA’s latest
Under 500 Tonne Code and the Code for the carriage of over twelve Industrial
Personnel. In the Queen’s 2018 New Years Honours List, he was awarded an
MBE (Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire) for Services to
UK Shipping.

person to speak to in order to learn more about the origins of the UK workboat sector.
SHOALBUSTER 2609 MCS NIKKI

Here he talks about how the National Workboat Association and the UK Workboat
Code of Practice were established. And about how Damen’s Multi Cat changed the
maritime industry.
What type of workboats were there in the early days?
Looking back to the 1960s, there were very few dedicated workboats – most of
them were old tugs that had passed their sell by date. There were few dedicated
owners working in the dredging industry since most ports had their own dredgers
and associated equipment. However all that was soon to change, because
mainstream shipping was getting much bigger and therefore port entry channels
had to be deepened. We needed the expertise of the larger dredging companies
to cope with that.
What other changes were happening back then?
In the late sixties and early seventies there were huge development projects in the
Middle East which required a completely new dredging strategy in order to carry
out the contracts in an efficient manner with larger dredgers and dedicated
workboats. Because the cutter suction dredgers were wearing out the cutter head
teeth so quickly – sometimes up to two units per hour – we needed a vessel
capable of dealing with that specific problem. So Damen, in conjunction with the
industry, developed a self propelled pontoon fitted with a hydraulic crane and two
cradles at the forward end; one to receive the worn out cutter head, and the other
to carry the new replacement cuttter head. This was the birth of the basic Multi Cat
and the rest is history.
How did the Multi Cat affect the UK workboat market?
It had a great effect. The Multi Cat was able to do things that ordinary workboats
couldn't do plus, as crews became more familiar with the vessels, some of the
larger ones were also developed for basic towing work. The biggest thing was
having floating cranage. It's laughable when you think about it now, but before the
Multi Cat came on the scene if you wanted a floating crane, you had to hire a large
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barge with a downrated shore crane secured on the deck, or a smaller barge with
an A-frame at the forward end and a small Multi Cat-type vessel secured at the
stern to provide the propulsive power. The Multi Cat with the crane meant it could
just come alongside either another vessel or the quay and do the job without any
fuss. Compared to what we had to work with previously, this was a huge increase in
efficiency and a consequent decrease in costs and time to do a job.
Can you tell us about the origins of the National Workboat Association and the
Workboat Code of Practice?
In 1993 the Maritime and Coastguard Agency had just completed Codes of Practice
for commercial pleasure boats – the blue and yellow codes. A chance meeting with
Tom Allen who at that time was the Principal Surveyor for Codes at the MCA elicited
the fact that they wanted to continue with a code programme but were not sure what
type of vessels to target next. I suggested small vessels of the type we now class as
workboats since from my experience as both an Owners Superintendent and
Surveyor I believed that the industry was ready for some sensible regulation which
would increase the safety and efficiency of the vessels and perhaps get rid of some
of the cowboy operators who were giving the industry a bad name.
After some negogiation between Tom, myself and some of the leading owners –
Mark Meade, Dirk Kuyt and Mike Stansfeld – it was agreed that we would try and put
together a Workboat Code. We started with a small representative group of
workboat operators and a team from the MCA. I well remember the first statement
that Tom Allen made at the first meeting of the group; he said: “The Code will be a
combination of the best workboat practice combined with safe and sensible
legislation.” This I think is what we achieved. From these beginnings we formed the
National Workboat Association and developed the Workboat Code.
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Edwin Korstanje
Independent Professional LEGO® Builder

STAN TUG 1606 ICE SHERI LYNN S

A TUG FOR ALL SEASONS

BUILDING BRICKS

PICTON TERMINALS’ FIRST TUG – AN ICEBREAKING STAN TUG 1606

MEETING A LEGO SHIPBUILDER

“The ice season here typically lasts for two or three months – from January until mid-March.

Edwin Korstanje is a professional Lego builder specialising in ships. “I do build other
things like trucks and houses, but ships are where my passion is.”

This was the reason that we just had to have an ice-classed tug: to allow us to keep operating
and delivering our product to customers,” says Hank Doornekamp, owner of Picton Terminals,
located on the Canadian side of Lake Ontario. He is talking about his company’s newest asset –
a Damen Stan Tug 1606 ICE called Sheri Lynn S.
Picton Terminals was initially established to ship Canadian
iron ore to American steel mills on bulk carrier vessels that
are better known in this part of the world as ‘lakers’. Since
buying the port four years ago, Hank has been looking to
develop the port further. “There’s a 70 foot face of
limestone that we are taking down to a predetermined
elevation to be able to more easily receive container
vessels,” he explains. “And we have 30 feet of water here,
which is staggering for anywhere on the Great Lakes.”
Most notably, though, this is a port development
project that is actually creating its own revenue.
“Compared to trucks, water transport is the cheapest
form of moving products in this area. So we are
processing the rock, putting it onto barges and shipping
it out to various clients.”
Scope of duties
And this is where the Sheri Lynn S shows her skills. “She
works as an assist vessel for the larger barges. And for our
next job – transferring stone for an airport runway
extension contract – we will match her up to a smaller
barge and work her as a pusher tug.”
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As a matter of fact, the interview for this article was
“I wasn't involved in the construction process because
carried out while Hank was preparing for a barge push
of the trust in what I saw. So far this hasn't been a
assignment. “We are loading a crane that we have
problem. We have a list of outstanding issues which
rented – a 150-tonne Liebherr 120 – onto a barge here,” we are currently talking to Damen about but in general
he states. “And our new Damen tug is going to push it
we are very happy.”
the 30 miles back to the port. It's a big piece of
equipment that would have taken nine trucks to
Ice breaking services
transport by road.”
The Sheri Lynn S marks an important step for Picton
Terminals. “This is our first venture into owning a tug.
Trust in construction
Up until now we have rented our vessels when we have
Looking at the highly competitive world of international
needed them. With our own tug, we can now turn that
shipbuilding, what made Hank approach Damen in the
into revenue for ourselves.”
first place? “Well, I looked all over the Internet to see
what options were available to us, including both new
Indeed, the Sheri Lynn S is already proved herself in
build and second-hand vessels. This was how I came
vessel assistance, barge pushing and occasional crew
into contact with Damen. I really like the lines and the
boat duties. And don’t forget her ice-classed hull too:
features that they have. And of course availability is
“In terms of ice cover, this last winter was particularly
important. If you want to buy a tug here in Canada, you
severe, which actually worked out to our advantage as
have two options. A second-hand vessel, which means
we could provide ice breaking services to other clients.”
it's about 50 years old, or a new build, which takes
about five years from ordering. We just didn't have that
time; Damen delivered the Sheri Lynn S within four and
a half months.”

Working for a wide range of clients in the maritime sector, he uses his wealth of
experience with the tens of thousands of different types of Lego bricks to build truly
custom-made creations. As well as one-of-a-kind detailed scale models, Edwin’s work
also consists of construction sets, complete with building instructions. “In total, this
works out to be about 3,500 ships,” he says proudly.
MOC...
Every ship that Edwin builds is a MOC. “In Lego terms, this means ‘My Own Creation’ –
building something without instructions. Literally everything is possible; this includes
remote-controlled moving systems like winches, anchors and propellers. And every year
Lego brings new types of brick out, which lets me upgrade and improve models. It’s
actually very addictive.”
A lot of his work involves building models of ships that are still under construction at the
shipyard. “I need good drawings of the vessel, preferably with computer renderings of
what the completed ship will look like, including the underwater lines of the hull.”
…and SNOT
According to Edwin, the hull is often the most challenging part of a model. “It is so
difficult because there are no straight lines involved,” he says. The solution is to build
using a special technique that is unique to Lego. “It’s called Studs Not On Top –
otherwise known as SNOT – which works because working with Lego bricks sideways is
totally different to building upwards. You can make many more shapes and forms, but it
does take a lot of calculation work.”
“In this respect, building with Lego is very much like playing chess. For example, I plan
moves 20 or 30 steps ahead – you need to know exactly where you want to build.”
New challenges constantly arise too: “Many new tugs have double drum winches on the
bow which, in reality, move independently from each other. The first models that I built
with a double drum couldn’t do this because they only had one axle. Now, I have figured
out how to build them so that both drums move separately.”

New ideas
When working with such detailed elements, the scale of the model influences the level of
precision that can be attained. “Larger models are easier to build. You can include many
more details and things become more realistic, especially the hull.
“Smaller models are often much more difficult, and that is a nice challenge, but you can
still accomplish amazing things.” Edwin’s micromodel construction set of a Damen-built
Ropax Ferry, with just 89 pieces, is a good example of this.
By getting the most out of Lego’s construction system, Edwin admits that his clients
challenge him with every model he makes. “By coming up with new ideas, I challenge
them too,” he smiles. “An open engine room, for instance. Being able to see the big 16
cylinder engines and generators is a very nice touch.”
So many possibilities
It was through a shared client that Edwin first came into contact with Damen. “I had built
a large model of a Stan Tug 4011 for one of Damen’s clients. After that, they asked me to
be involved on some more projects. This started with a ASD Tug 3212 construction set
and a one-off model of an Offshore Supply Vessel.
“I have also built a Damen Cutter Suction Dredger 500 construction set, which is available
on their webshop. Just like the real vessel, this model is also modularly constructed. In
fact, construction sets like this show the direct similarities between Damen and Lego.
With their DTC service [Damen Technical Cooperation], they can deliver designs,
materials, engineering, and building instructions of ships to any shipyard in the world.”
And in the meantime, he has built numerous vessel types for Damen’s clients.
“Shoalbusters, Superyachts, ASD Tugs 2810, 3212, 3312 and 2913. I haven’t built a Multi
Cat yet though. That is one I would like to work on because it's a nice vessel with lots of
equipment on deck.”
Edwin’s favourite Damen vessel? “Good old fashioned Stan Tugs are my favourite –
rugged towing vessels. There are so many possibilities and so many nice details
to include.”
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TAKING THE NEXT STEP

Dirk Degroote
Product Manager Tugs
Damen Shipyards Gorinchem

RSD TUG 2513 BIS VIRIDIS

With a keen eye on the long-term, Damen is constantly developing its products and services.
Recently the group has unveiled a new series of tugs, as well as upgrades to some of its
existing portfolio – true to their proven, reliable heritage, but nonetheless featuring
innovation that places them at the cutting edge of vessel development.
A new generation
The vessels are ADS Tugs 2312, 2811 and 2813 and the RSD Tug 2513, while the ASD Tug
3212 design has received an upgrade. The developments represent the next step towards
compact agility in tugs; an answer to the increasing size of vessels entering ports.
One factor behind the development of the new vessels is growing calls for increased costefficiency. The compact nature of the new vessels directly approaches this challenge – as
does the increased standardisation and modularisation that they feature.
Spot the difference
When Damen Product Manager Tugs, Dirk Degroote took up his position 1.5 years ago he
indicated that he would be working towards increasing commonality and modularity in
Damen tugs for maximum quality at a competitive price level.
“These vessels are clear examples of this process in action. They all feature the same
user interface, the same remote monitoring capabilities, the same design philosophy
of systems and components, including the same electrical system with the same LED
lighting and switchboards.”
Though each of the vessels features its own distinct characteristics suited to the tasks it will
perform, the commonality includes well positioned towing points for optimal towing
performance, a low vessel profile, active stability feedback, a full vision bridge and clean
working decks for safety and optimised fuel consumption.
“All of this brings multiple benefits to clients. In addition to the higher quality at a
competitive price level that is the natural result of modularisation and series production,
this will aid speed of delivery, reliability and crew familiarisation.”
Dirk: “In addition to making sure that vessels are competitive, it’s also crucial they offer
good value over the entire lifecycle. This means low and easy maintenance and, naturally,
low fuel consumption. We have taken all of these things into consideration in the
development of these vessels and, in fact, we’ve not only sought to produce tugs that
answer the demands of today, but also those of tomorrow, including by connectivity to the
Damen Digital platform.”
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Fit for the future
On that note, Dirk, along with colleague Dani Marouane, IT Segment Architect , will
present a paper on the digitalisation of tugs at ITS 2018 in Marseille this June.

RECENT DELIVERIES

The maritime industry is tapping into the possibilities of connectivity and digitalisation
presented by improved GSM connectivity and satellite connectivity and cloud
computing systems as well as ever-advancing software packages. Damen has been
conducting R&D into digitalisation of tugs for some time now – starting over a decade
ago with a centralised alarm and monitoring system. This has expanded to include, an
in-house developed electrical system and the next generation of Human Machine
Interface. The Damen Digital platform to which Dirk alludes is a base for digital
collaboration, whereby all Damen product groups, along with suppliers and clients, will
be able to cooperate towards the development of Damen products for maximum
benefit to all concerned.
IMO Tier III compliance made modular
The results of these, and similar, projects have been increased safety, reliability and
performance – including environmental credentials. Embodying all of these things,
Damen’s new RSD Tug 2513 is also making an appearance at ITS this year. This particular
model – named Bis Viridis, meaning double green, is the first of the new series of vessels,
in fact, the first European tug with a conventional propulsion system, to comply with IMO
Tier III regulations, based on a competitive SCR system.

STU 1606 CAMILLA, CAMILLA II, STU 1205 ISABELLA

ATD TUG 2412 BUFFALO

ASD TUG 2810 FARUL

ASD TUG 3212 SVITZER GLENROCK

ASD TUG 3212 SL MURJAN

ASD TUG 2810 PHOENIX , LYNX

Like the name of the vessel, its green paintworks is also a nod at the RSD Tug’s
environmental credentials.
“All the new vessels in the Damen tug portfolio are IMO Tier III ready,” explains Dirk. “All
that is required to make them compliant is a modular system, which can be installed within
a few weeks. All the equipment is plug & play. It’s a unique system; any other solution on
the market currently requires a dedicated engine. With this development, Damen has
taken the next step to stimulate greener operations.
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THE RIGHT VESSEL FOR THE RIGHT JOB
FIT FOR PURPOSE AT EVERY STAGE
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TOWAGE & MOVEMENT

Azimuth Stern Drive (ASD) Tugs
Damen ASD Tugs have excellent working and
sailing ability, are cost effective tools for
handling container and bulk carriers. The ASD
Tug is compact, powerful, very reliable, proven
product at a competitive price. Damen ASD
Tugs are designed for push-pull, harbour
assisting and escort towing operations for up to
150 tonnes towline forces, as well as firefighting, salvage, oil pollution, hose handling
and anchor handling operations.

DISCOVER THE WHOLE DAMEN PORTFOLIO AT PRODUCTS.DAMEN.COM

Reversed Stern Drive (RSD) Tug
Damen RSD Tug 2513 is the ultimate ship
handling tool. Always operating bow first, RSD
Tugs are built for optimal sailing, manoeuvring
and vessel assistance for the largest VLCCs to
container vessels with extreme flare.

Azimuth Tractor Drive (ATD) Tugs
Damen ATD Tugs have excellent
manoeuvrability, high indirect towing forces
and great stability. The ATD Tug is a simple,
compact shiphandling tool that performs
excellently in both sailing directions.

The Damen RSD Tug 2513 is the only compact
tug designed to work bow first. Sailing ahead or
astern, directly or indirectly, as a stern or bow
tug, always in the safest position.

ATD Tugs are equipped with a revolutionary
Damen-patented, twin-fin skeg design, which
leads to predictable sailing performances and
gives the operator optimal towing ability.

ROTOR Tugs
The Advanced RotorTug® (ART) encompasses a
Robert Allan design with a patented propulsion
configuration consisting of three diesel driven,
azimuthing thrusters.
Thanks to this propulsion configuration, this
highly manoeuvrable tug features 100% bollard
pull over the bow, 100% bollard pull over the
stern and 65% bollard pull sideways.
With the Rotor®Tug propulsion system the
transfer between high speed escorting and low
speed assistance operations can take place in
an easily controlled manner.

The foredeck has a completely flush design.
Ranging from 30 tonnes bollard pull, the vessels
all have extremely good fuel efficiency. Within the
range, Damen has special Ice Class tugs and a
Hybrid tug.

SUPPORTING SERVICES

Stan Tugs
The Damen Stan Tug Series is based on
considerable knowledge and customer
feedback and is ideally suited for towing,
pushing, push-pull, berthing, anchor handling,
hydrographical survey, line handling, firefighting, salvage, diving support and pollution
control in all waters.
These seagoing tugboats have a modern design
and twin-screw propulsion.

Stan Pilots
Offering both performance and safety, Damen
Stan Pilots are ideal vessels for pilotage in
harbours and coastal waters.
The Sea Axe hull shape guarantees superior
seakeeping performance at all speeds.
Additionally, the lightweight, composite Sea
Axe hull offers exceptionally low resistance,
delivering excellent fuel efficiency.

Stan Tenders
The Damen Stan Tender is a true, multi-purpose
workboat able to perform a wide range of
harbour and port services. This vessel is a
combination of a high-speed vessel and a
sturdy, reliable workhorse.

Pushy Cats – Small Stan Tug Series
The Damen Pushy Cat Series offers extremely
clean, small workboat designs, highly
manoeuvrable vessels and proven propulsion
systems.
The unobstructed aft deck has a strong bulwark
and provides ample space for safe line handling,
crew transport and general harbour and port
services Pushy Cats are single screw, fuel
efficient and competitively priced.

PATROL & FIRE-FIGHTING

Multi Cats
Damen’s 12-strong Multi Cat Series is designed
for a range of activities in various coastal
environments. The Multi Cat has a proven
design, which has been thoroughly tested over
the years by our loyal customers.
These strong vessels have optimum deck
space in relation to the deck equipment, which
leads to maximum operational efficiency. The
wheelhouse has 360-degree visibility, ensuring
the highest standards of safety.
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Shoalbusters
Damen Shoalbusters are multi-purpose vessels
fit for operations inland, in harbours and coastal
waters, as well as for unrestricted towing duties.
They are especially designed to take on heavy
duties, which are often in shallow waters and in
areas of limited manoeuvrability. There are
currently 15 Shoalbusters in the range.

Pontoons
Stan Pontoons are robust high quality, high
spec built pontoons fit for a wide range of
purposes. Prepared plug-and-play options
complement design details like a high deck
strength and integrated spud wells and ramp
recesses. Bigger pontoons come with a pumproom and ballast system. The pontoons can be
outfitted according to your requirements or
custom designed from scratch.

Fire-Fighting Vessels
Damen’s dedicated Fire-Fighting Vessel is ideal
for police patrol duties, fire-fighting and
emergencies.
The Fire-Fighting Vessel 2406 has powerful
engines, three waterjet drives and offers
excellent manoeuvrability.

